
328 HYDROIDA. PART IV.

of its depth it is attached, while the remaining third is Iec, mid bent outwardly.
In this way, the whole series of calyclus is arranged along the stern, from basc

to ape; at such regular distances, that the base of any one is about. double the

depth of a calyx from the base of the next. one above or below it. At. the

base of each calycle, there is all annular projection fl'oin its interior face, which

forms a diaphraginic semi-partition (Jy,p 21, (1, and 12. e', /), through which the

hydra (Jiq. 2, a, ) connects with the main stein of the Iiydrariuin. hut. without

any, or with very slight constriction; but the lateral portion or the cnlycl is

entirely closed tip; in fact. as we shah show hereafter, when describing its growth,
it has one and the same wall with the stein (Feq. -15- ,n. or rather the walls

of the two are soldered together. The general outline at the hydra-cells is

cylindrical, but. not very reguhu', and the free, 0L act inLil end. is more or less

curved outwardly, an(] slightly 11LLLTQVCLI. so that. the Iwo opposite calycles. and the

included stein, form an equilateral, inverted triangle :-). The aperture or the

cell is prolonged into two broadly triangular lips (F~*fg. 2, 111. and 14, 111). one oil

each side of the plane through the two opposite cells, as if file cylinder had been

sliced obliquely aCrOSS from two opposite directions, one Cut lacing toward (lie main

stem, and the other. the broader one, raving outwardly, aini slightly to that, side

toward which the cells converge. The base Of a braliciL (Fi.q. 3, 1) arises just
below the semi-partition of a hydra. and trends in a direct line with the plane
of opposite calyeles. and, as we have mentioned above, the opposite Cal vcIes (i-)
of a branch, or of a branehiet, always staitil at. right, angles to these, on the stein

from which the branch arises.

The reproductive calycles 7. S. 9, 10, and hOt) are oval in outline, and

terminate with a slightly flaring. truncate aperture (l" while below they, taper

away into a pedicel (e), which is a little smaller than the maill Stem, and MOM

or less curved ill the same direction, toward winch the sterile ('LthVdL'S eon'CEge.
Oftentimes we meet. with a reproductive calvele, taking, as it, were, time place (If

a brunch, the latter lng iuL on I he opposite side; hut, most. fri1iieiitly (hey

occupy both sides, 01 on side is destitute at any lateral growth. Occasionally
we find two or three reproductive ealyehes (Fir. 1t"), arising from one joint.

The soft part of the hydrariumu, or the hydra proper, is double-walled thiroughoUt'

(Pigs. 2. a, b, 12, a, ., 8, 9, and 10, e); the stolonic part is a uniform, smooth

cylinder; in the upright tiim it arises directly, and at right, angles, Iioum lime

stolomi, and proceeds with uniform thickness to a point, just below the ealycics,
where it expands upon two opposite sides. and gives of!' from each a single unifM'IU

tubule (P&. 2, c, c'), which, passing through time diaphiragmic semi-partition (ci).

traverses the calycle, and terminates in U. simple, short., conical proboscis (ii), LiVOUhltl

which a single row of slender, tapering tentacles, usually sixteen in number (O
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